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Modern search engines aggregate information from a variety of sources (e.g. images, videos) and return
this information to users, merged into a single results page. Current aggregation techniques are limited to
merging blocks of heterogeneous content into organic result rankings. We propose a new approach to search
aggregation that takes into account result semantics and explicit searcher preferences in the form of result
composition. Our findings suggest that result composition can be an effective search paradigm and can
positively impact search behaviour in certain contexts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, we have seen an explosion
of immediately accessible information. The first
Internet search engine, Aliweb (Koster 1994), was
released in 1994 and marked the beginning of
a continuously expanding area of on-line activity:
Web search. Today, with more than 80% of
Internet surfers using search engines to satisfy their
information needs (Shokouhi and Si 2011), search
technology attracts notable attention from industry
and research alike.
Modern search engines have started displaying
results aggregated from heterogeneous information
sources — also known as verticals, for example
images, videos, news — in return to user queries.
This search paradigm is primarily driven by the
dynamics and volume of heterogeneous content on
the Web, and is intended to support ambiguous
information needs and varying user behaviour
patterns (Zhou et al. 2012). Different approaches
to aggregating information on the Web have been
proposed and studied in prior work on federated
search, aggregated search or semantic web search.
In general, these approaches have been limited to
searching multiple text collections simultaneously or
merging results from different information sources
within standard search results pages.

In light of these limitations, we argue that current
approaches to aggregating results across different
sources are insufficient and propose a new method
of presenting users with a structured assembly
of heterogeneous documents: composite retrieval.
Instead of a ranked list of documents or a set of
heterogeneous blocks, we want to provide users with
semantically structured assemblies of documents,
incorporated into a set of composite information
objects.
Consider the following user information need
“finding all information to plan a trip to Greece”.
Answering this information need typically involves
submitting several queries to gather information
about airports and visa policies, to read on-line
reviews about hotels, and to check the geographic
proximity of places to visit. Current search engines
aggregate results from multiple verticals, however,
the presentation of search results is limited to
heterogeneous blocks. As the web has made
available a large variety of verticals, it is becoming
important to return to users “organised” results,
containing information extracted from different
sources of information. Doing so will not only support
users in complex search tasks, but also allow them
to understand the diversity of the information space
and select what matters to them most. Furthermore,
composite retrieval on the Web can potentially
promote exploratory user behaviour and move the
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focus of search away from providing results to
users’ queries, towards providing answers to users’
questions.

retrieval), which deals with merging result rankings
from different search engines into one single ranking
list. The main challenges in aggregated search
and federated search are resource selection and
result merging. The former deals with deciding which
sources of information contain the most relevant
results to a given query and the latter deals with
selecting a subset of items from relevant sources and
presenting them as results. In aggregated search,
the most common result presentation strategy
consists of merging blocks of heterogeneous results
into ranked lists of organic results. Similar to
aggregated search, selecting and organising results
from heterogeneous sources is the main focus of
composite retrieval. However, rather than presenting
the results of each selected vertical as a block of
homogeneous items, composite retrieval aims to
present results into cohesive information objects,
where each object contains heterogeneous items
(retrieved from several verticals).

Our work focuses on returning to users results
“organised” into what we refer to as a composite
information objects, where individual objects contain
results extracted from various sources (e.g. videos,
images and blogs), each object focusing on different
aspects of a user’s query.
In broad terms, our research aims to answer the
following research questions:
1. Can composition of results lead to better performance, in terms of traditional IR relevance,
than ranked lists of results?
2. From the users’ perspective, what results
should composite objects contain? What
functions do individual results play in a
composite information object?

Understanding user search behaviour is a key
component of modelling and evaluating search
engine performance. In the context of aggregated
search, user behaviour has been shown to differ
significantly compared to the more traditional ten
blue links environment. For example, in a study
analysing click-through rates in an aggregated
search scenario, Sushmita et al. (2010) found users
click more on vertical results that are relevant
to the task, shown higher in ranking and more
visually salient. Diaz et al. (2013) mined users’
mouse movement interactions from a commercial
search engine log and found that different results
presentation strategies create different biases with
respect to user attention and browsing sequence. All
previously mentioned studies investigate aggregated
search scenarios in which heterogeneous content
is displayed in blocks of items, embedded into the
organic Web results list.

3. How does the presence of a composite
information object on a traditional search
results page influence user behaviour and
perceived task workload? Can composite
objects make search tasks easier for the user?
The following sections provide a brief overview of the
existing literature on aggregation based Web search
(Section 2), a summary of our current work (Section
3), and an outline of future directions for our efforts
(Section 4).
2. BACKGROUND
The concept of responding to search queries
by presenting a composition of items has been
proposed and investigated in a number of recent
papers (Guo et al. 2012; Tran et al. 2011; Zhao
et al. 2011). Many of the above papers have provided
contributions on the theoretical side, studying the
complexity of evaluating queries with constraints,
and proposing different algorithmic formulations.
Other works have focused on building systems
that perform composite retrieval under a number of
different semantics and targeting specific application
domains, such as on-line shopping or travel planning
(Basu Roy et al. 2010; Xie et al. 2010).

Unlike aggregated search, result composition
merges results from different sources into singular
information objects to be presented on the results
page. From a presentation perspective, composite
information objects are similar to entity cards
(Navalpakkam et al. 2013; Lagun et al. 2014),
which are shown on existing search results pages
in response to ambiguous or entity-specific user
queries. Entity cards are related to our work because
they are instances of composite information objects:
they contain heterogeneous results, extracted
from different sources, assembled using various
semantic retrieval techniques, and shown in
response to ambiguous user queries. There is
limited understanding of user behaviour in entitycard search: to our knowledge, only two prior
studies examined the effects of entity cards on user

In the context of heterogeneous information access,
aggregated search is widely used by modern search
engines. Aggregated search is the task of retrieving
information from a variety of resources (or verticals)
and merging it into a single interface (Arguello et al.
2009; Zhou et al. 2012). Aggregated search can
be compared to federated search (Shokouhi and
Si 2011) (also known as distributed information
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interaction with search interfaces. With an eye and
mouse tracking study, Navalpakkam et al. (2013)
found that the flow of user attention on non-linear
page layouts (with knowledge cards shown at the
top-right corner of the SERP) is different from the
widely believed, top-down linear examination of
search results. In the context of mobile search,
Lagun et al. (2014) performed a similar study in
understanding how user attention is distributed
between knowledge cards and web results in a
mobile context.

Our results show that, firstly, there is an agreement
between users on the topical focus of composite
objects — namely that different users construct
composite objects which focus on similar aspects of
a given topic. Secondly, we observe that composite
objects contain documents that play different roles.
For instance, central documents (or pivots), are
assessed by users as being more relevant than other
document within the composite object, and reflect
the object title, whereas ornament documents are
less relevant but provide value to searchers through
composition with pivots. Finally, our results suggest
that no clear hierarchy of user-assessed object
characteristics can be determined and that, although
explicit relevance is crucial in search, composition
of diverse results can generate additional value to
users. An in-depth analysis of the results is available
in Bota et al. (2015).

3. CURRENT WORK
3.1. Retrieval Performance
To address our first research question, we adapted
an existing composite retrieval framework (AmerYahia et al. 2013) to Web search. Due to the heterogeneous nature of the multi-vertical environment
we explored, novel ways to model and estimate
the various components of our proposed framework
were developed. We used named entities (textual
spots mapped to Wikipedia articles) to bridge the
semantic gap between documents across verticals
and developed algorithms to construct composite
information objects. We applied our algorithms on a
federated search test collection (Nguyen et al. 2012),
which contained results from 108 search engines
categorised into 11 different verticals.

3.3. Effects on User Behaviour
In addition to aggregating results from different
sources (e.g. images, video, news), modern search
engines have started displaying complex information
objects, or entity cards (ECs), on the results page.
As mentioned in section 2, entity search cards are
instances of composite information objects. Entity
cards are intended to enhance search experience
in several ways: (i) they help searchers navigate
diversified results, (ii) provide a summary of relevant
content directly on the results page and (iii) support
exploratory search by highlighting relevant entities
associated with a given user query. Because we
wanted to understand the effect of result composition
on user search behaviour, we designed and ran
a large-scale crowd-sourced user study, with more
than one thousand unique searchers, in which
we studied the effect of entity cards and their
properties (relevance, cohesion and diversity) on
search behaviour and perceived task workload.

Our results indicate that composite retrieval can
significantly improve the performance over various
current search paradigms, such as traditional
“general web only” ranking, federated search ranking
and aggregated search. The composite retrieval
search paradigm we propose aims to promote a
diverse information space for users to explore. For
an exploratory task, rather than requiring searchers
to issue multiple queries related to different aspects
of their information need, issued to several vertical
search engines, composite retrieval provides a
unified page that consists of relevant objects focused
on different aspects of a searcher’s query. Our
results have implications for work in heterogeneous
information access and diversity in IR. An in-depth
analysis of results is presented in Bota et al. (2014).

Our results suggest that the presence of ECs has
a strong effect on both the way users interact with
search results and their perceived task workload.
The results of our investigation indicate that ECs
have significantly different effects in simple versus
complex tasks. Furthermore, by manipulating EC
properties (content, coherence and diversity ), we
uncover different effects and interactions between
card properties on measures of search behaviour
and workload.

3.2. User Perspectives
To address our second research question, we
designed and ran a user study to analyse usergenerated composite objects. Our main objective
was to determine how composite objects are
manually generated by searchers. In particular, our
interest was to analyse composite objects with
respect to their topical focus, content and userassessed characteristics (i.e. relevance, cohesion,
diversity).

4. FUTURE WORK
In terms of future work, many open questions
remain. With regard to our first research question,
more rigorous evaluation metrics, tailored to nonlinear search environments need to be developed
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in order to reliably investigate result composition
performance.
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